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Abstract—As Deep Learning (DL) models grow larger and
more complex, training jobs are increasingly distributed across
multiple Computing Units (CU) such as GPUs and TPUs. Each
CU processes a sub-part of the model and synchronizes results
with others. Communication among these CUs has emerged as a
key bottleneck in the training process. In this work, we present
SiPAC, a Silicon Photonic Accelerated Compute cluster. SiPAC
accelerates distributed DL training by means of two co-designed
components: a photonic physical layer and a novel collective al-
gorithm. The physical layer exploits embedded photonics to bring
peta-scale I/O directly to the CUs of a DL optimized cluster and uses
resonator-based optical wavelength selectivity to realize hardware
multi-casting. The collective algorithm builds on the hardware
multi-casting primitive. This combination expedites a variety of
collective communications commonly employed in DL training and
has the potential to drastically ease the communication bottlenecks.
We demonstrate the feasibility of realizing the SiPAC architecture
through 1) an optical testbed experiment where an array of comb
laser wavelengths are shuffled by a cascaded ring switch, with each
ring selecting and forwarding multiple wavelengths to increase
the effective communication bandwidth and hence demonstrating
the hardware multicasting primitive, and 2) a four-GPU testbed
running a realistic DL workload that achieves 22% system-level
performance improvement relative to a similarly-sized leaf-spine
topology. Large scale simulations show that SiPAC achieves a 1.4×
to 5.9× communication time reduction compared to state-of-the-
art compute clusters for representative collective communications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE wide deployment of Artificial Intelligence (AI) appli-
cations has driven the demand for Deep Learning (DL)

models of ever increasing accuracy. To achieve higher accuracy,
models with more parameters are trained using larger dataset
sizes [1]. In the past five years, model sizes have increased by
over five orders of magnitude to more than 1 trillion parameters
(Fig. 1). Assuming each parameter takes 20 bytes of memory [2],
this translates into 20 TB of required memory which well
exceeds the capacity of a single computing unit (e.g., a single
Nvidia A100 GPU has 80 GB on-chip HBM memory [3]).

In response to this model and dataset growth, Distributed
Deep Learning (DDL) is being adopted. In DDL, training models
or datasets are partitioned and distributed onto multiple CUs.1

For example, a training job has been distributed to over 3000
GPUs [13], interconnected through an intermediary network.
Current hardware solutions, however, can only provide high-
bandwidth connections for a limited group of CUs. The Nvidia
DGX Station connects 8-16 GPUs using high speed NVSwitches
and NVLinks for up to 600 GB/s aggregate bidirectional band-
width [14]. If a training workload is scaled larger than the
memory available in a group of CUs, it will result in inter-group
communication that relies on 200 Gb/s InfiniBand links which
are much slower than the intra-group fabric. As Fig. 2 shows,
the increase in on-board memory/GPU bandwidth (red and
blue curves) has not been accompanied by the same increase
in inter-node NIC bandwidth (orange curve). This bandwidth
discrepancy severely limits the communication efficiency during
the training process [13], currently requiring DDL training to
use complex partitioning strategies and communication algo-
rithms to reduce massive data movement via the lower speed
inter-group links.

However, implementing these complex partitioning strategies
could result in a much increased management overhead at model

1We use the term Computing Unit (CU) to represent a broad range of DL
accelerators (e.g., GPU, TPU, NPU, etc.) for generality.
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Fig. 1. Deep learning model size trend in terms of model parameters (billions)
from 2016 to 2022 [1], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12].

Fig. 2. GPU bandwidth trend from 2015 to 2022 [15], [16], [17], [18], [19],
[20], [21].

deployment as well as complex performance trade-offs [13].
To avoid these complexities, one way is to provide uniformly
high bandwidth among CUs. However, NVLinks are expensive,
energy consuming and distance limited, which prevent the in-
terconnection of CUs located in far-apart servers.

Silicon photonic technologies leveraging CMOS-compatible
manufacturing platforms have been proposed as an approach
to increase bandwidth density, minimize energy consumption
and reduce bandwidth cost in high performance computing and
datacenters [22], [23]. Commercial silicon photonic transceivers
are already in the market (i.e., Luxtera [24], MACOM [25],
and Intel [26]). Meanwhile, Tb/s silicon photonic transceivers
have been developed [27] and show the potential of achieving
more than 100 Tb/s per waveguide [28], [29]. The use of fre-
quency “comb” sources generating in one shot a large number
of wavelengths [29], [30] instead of arrays of single-wavelength
lasers [31] is expected to reduce power consumption and area.
These transceivers, at the scale of the data-center, are nearly
distance independent.

In addition to providing distance independence and massive
network bandwidth, silicon photonic technologies possess an
inherent property that can also be exploited to improve network
performance: the usage of dense wavelength division multiplex-
ing (DWDM) enables wavelength selection, i.e., extracting or
inserting specific wavelengths out of or into a set. This can
be achieved, for example, using a micro-ring resonator (MRR),
which effectively results in a compact wavelength-selective rout-
ing operation. Applying this routing operation on the massively
parallel DWDM wavelengths results in an all-to-all topology
with reduced component count.

In this work, we present a Silicon Photonic Accelerated
Compute cluster architecture, SiPAC. SiPAC leverages embed-
ded photonic transceivers, ultra-high bandwidth links, and a
novel optical multi-wavelength selective switch that maps flows
of data to wavelengths in order to reach desired destinations.
We further present a novel collective operation algorithm that
specifically leverages the capabilities of wavelength-selective
optical switching to improve the communication efficiency of
large-scale DL training workloads. The major contributions of
our work are as follows:
� Multi-dimensional (MD) All-to-All Connectivity: We show

how to leverage multi-wavelength selective switches and
high-bandwidth DWDM links to emulate a MD all-to-all
topology with reduced component count. This architecture
provides high-bandwidth direct paths for DDL collec-
tive operations which also exhibit multi-dimensional com-
munication patterns. We report small-scale system-level
testbed results that show a 22% performance improvement
relative to a similarly-sized leaf-spine topology on DDL
workloads.

� Multi-Wavelength Selective Micro-ring Based Switch: We
report a testbed experiment using a frequency comb source
where an array of its wavelengths are shuffled by a cas-
caded ring switch, with each ring selecting and forwarding
multiple wavelengths to increase the effective communi-
cation bandwidth. The experimental results show that the
proposed switch design is able to achieve multi-wavelength
switching required by the SiPAC architecture for uniformly
high communication bandwidth, hence demonstrating the
feasibility of our optical architecture.

� Optimized All-Reduce Collective Algorithm: We present
a novel collective communication algorithm that leverages
the MD all-to-all property of SiPAC to achieve both latency
and bandwidth efficiency, demonstrating all-reduce as an
example. To evaluate the performance of our proposed
SiPAC architecture, we conduct detailed packet-level sim-
ulations on representative DDL workloads. Large-scale
simulation results show that our architecture-collective
co-design improves the communication time by a factor of
1.4 to 5.9 compared to the state-of-the-art DL accelerator
clusters.

By combining these different contributions, we show that
SiPAC is a viable architecture for future DL-optimized comput-
ing clusters. A conference abstract based on the testbed and sim-
ulation results in this manuscript was presented at ECOC’22 [23]
and at OFC’23 [32]. While our conference abstracts provided
a brief overview of our research, this article extends the work
presented earlier and presents a more comprehensive analysis of
the proposed SiPAC architecture. Specifically, we provide more
details in the architecture’s physical properties, switch analysis,
co-designed collective algorithm, and the testbed and simulation
setup and results.

II. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

In this section, we characterize the network limitations of
current DDL training hardware, describe the key parallelization
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strategies, and provide background on silicon photonic technolo-
gies that enable our architecture.

A. Approaches and Limitations of DDL

DDL relies on parallelization strategies to place a single
training task on multiple CUs to cooperatively complete the
training task. In Data Parallelism (DP), each CU keeps a full
copy of the entire training model and receives a partitioned
batch of the input dataset. In Model Parallelism (MP), each
CU keeps a full copy of the dataset and receives a partitioned
training model. The model can be partitioned horizontally or
vertically, resulting in pipeline parallel (PP) and tensor parallel
(TP), respectively. Hybrid Parallelism (HP) combines both DP
and MP to parallelize both the models and the dataset. Collective
operations (e.g., all-reduce and all-to-all) dominate the com-
munication traffic in the synchronization stage of each of these
parallelism strategies. We mainly focus on all-reduce operations
in this study as other collective operations such as reduce-scatter
and all-gather can be derived from all-reduce (i.e., all-reduce
can be decomposed into reduce-scatter and all-gather). Vari-
ous all-reduce algorithms, such as ring-based [33], hierarchical
ring-based [34], and mesh-based [35], have been proposed in
the past with different latency vs. bandwidth trade-offs. Other
topology-specific all-reduce algorithms include HiPS [35] and
BML [36] which are specialized collectives designed for a
specific topology.

Many specialized hardware accelerators have been proposed
to accelerate DDL. Some commercially available examples
include Nvidia’s DGX [37] and Google’s Cloud TPU [38].
Large-scale models have been reported to be trained on these
systems (e.g., Megatron-LM was trained on 3072 Nvidia A100
GPUs [13]). However, past work has shown high communication
cost for these collective operations when the size of the MP or DP
cluster scales beyond a single server (e.g., a DGX-A100 server)
since the traffic needs to go through inter-server links which are
much slower than the intra-server links [13]. Benchmarks from
the Sierra supercomputer [39] reported DDL communication
time to be more than 10× the computation when DDL workload
is trained on more than 256 GPUs [40].

Past work has taken different approaches to tackle this limita-
tion. Some common examples include 1) methods to overlap
communication with computation [9], [41], 2) compressing
messages [41], [42], [43], 3) using host memory as a swap mech-
anism to keep the training cluster small [2], and 4) co-designing
the collective operation algorithm with the network topology or
switch to achieve more efficient training [44], [45], [46], [47].

B. Silicon Photonic Technologies for DDL

The problem can also be solved by providing uniform high
bandwidth. In this context, an emerging trend is to incorporate
embedded silicon photonic (SiP) technologies in the network as
a means to achieve peta-scale high bandwidth interconnects [23].
Silicon photonic transceivers co-packaged with compute chips
can provide an energy-efficient scaling of multi-Tb/s/mm2

bandwidth densities [48], [49]. An example of a commercial SiP
interface is TeraPHY [27] that supports up to 2 Tb/s bandwidth
per chiplet. Recently, a promising Kerr frequency comb-driven

TABLE I
LIST OF MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS AND THEIR RESPECTIVE DESCRIPTIONS

SiP transceiver [29] has been reported; it leverages a frequency
comb [31] for a DWDM light source and uses (de-)interleavers
to split and combine wavelength channels in order to scale up
the data transmission bandwidth within a single fiber.

However, many past works that proposed using silicon pho-
tonic technologies for DDL training [50], [51], [52], [53], [54]
have placed more emphasis on designing networks using Optical
Circuit Switches (OCS) to dynamically reconfigure the network
topology to cater to different DDL traffic demands. For example,
SiP-OCS [53] co-designs the model partitioning and device
placement with a specialized network architecture that employs
a layer of reconfigurable OCS. TopoOPT [54] also leverages the
reconfiguration ability of the OCS and co-designs an alternating
optimization technique to find the best network topology and
routing plan together with the parallelization strategy. While
spatial OCSs can simultaneously switch all the wavelength
channels, they lack the ability to selectively route wavelengths
to realize full switching capability in the wavelength domain
which is desirable to further increase switching granularity for
DWDM architectures. In this work, we do not rely on the
reconfigurability of the OCSes and instead leverage the wave-
length selectivity of multi-wavelength optical data movement to
realize a photonic architecture capable of efficiently accelerating
collective communication in DDL.

III. SIPAC ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we provide a detailed description of the
proposed SiPAC architecture. A list of recurring mathematical
symbols can be found in Table I.

A. Topology Design

The SiPAC architecture leverages the multi-wavelength selec-
tive property of the MRR-based WSS to realize a MD all-to-all
topology following a BCube-like physical topology [55] that has
been shown to have a low network diameter and high capacity
for collective communication patterns involved in DDL train-
ing [36], [55]. BCube(r, l) is a recursively defined, server-centric
network topology, where r is the switch radix and l is the level
in the topology (l ∈ [0, L− 1] where L = max(l) + 1 is the
total number of levels). A base unit BCube0 is constructed
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Fig. 3. (a) SiPAC architecture based on the recursive BCube topology [55]. The lth level is constructed from rl r-port switches and r (l − 1)th level groups.
(b) The base unit of the SiPAC topology where r CUs are connected to a WSS.

from connecting r servers to an r-port switch. For SiPAC,
instead of using servers as endpoints, we replace each server
with a disaggregated CU, equipped with L embedded optical
transceivers. In SiPAC, we also replace each electronic packet
switch (EPS) with a multi-wavelength selective switch (WSS)
as described in Section III-B. The rest of the physical topology
is constructed similarly to a BCube, replacing each EPS with
WSS at each level.

A general SiPACl (l ≥ 1) of level l is therefore constructed
from rl r-port switches connecting r SiPACl−1 s, totaling p =
rl+1 CUs and L levels of switches, as shown in Fig. 3(a). CUs in
a SiPACl have L = max(l) + 1 optical ports and are connected
to an optical switch in each of the L levels. L is typically small
since the number of endpoints grow exponentially as a function
of L. For example, using radix-16 WSSes, we could achieve a
topology size of 256 for L = 2 and 4,096 for L = 3. Since the
diameter of this topology is also L [55], the resulting SiPAC
topology has a low diameter. To be more flexible in terms of
the number of endpoints, irregular SiPACs can be built using
switches of different radices similar to how partial BCubes are
built in [55].

In addition to having a low diameter, the SiPAC topology
provides a direct light path between any pair of CUs by en-
abling arbitration-free all-to-all connections for CUs connected
to the same WSS. This enables each CU to send to its directly
connected neighbors without contention. Details of the WSS are
provided in Section III-B. This effectively achieves a generalized
HyperCube topology [56] with l + 1 dimensions, allowing each
CU to communicate directly with (l + 1)(r − 1) other CUs with
a reduced link count and transceiver count.

Compared to other architectures that also leverage silicon
photonic technologies for DDL training [53], [54], [57], our
work provides simpler network design as it does not require
active topology reconfiguration via switch or wavelength tuning.
Moreover, the low diameter property and the ability of each CU
to directly communicate with many other CUs provide many
redundant shortest paths between any CU pair. By observing the
multi-dimensional nature of DDL traffic pattern when employ-
ing multiple parallelization strategies, the proposed architecture
enables efficient communication that fits well with the DL
application demand.

B. Silicon Photonic Technology for SiPAC

Directly integrating optical transceiver ports onto chip inter-
posers obviates the need for expensive NICs [58]. The total

bandwidth of a DWDM link B depends on the number of wave-
lengths w per transmitter and the per-wavelength bandwidth u,
giving B = wu. The resulting interconnection network allows
for transparent optical switching and therefore achieves direct
CU-to-CU communication without any bandwidth variation
that appears in commercial accelerator clusters. In conjunction
with the co-designed collective algorithm, the packet-switch-
less design mitigates intermediate packet buffering and reduces
in-network queuing delays.

The SiPAC architecture also relies on the multi-wavelength
selecting property of a MRR-based WSS to realize the MD
all-to-all topology while ensuring high bandwidth per CU-pair.
To this end, we design a novel MRR based multi-wavelength
selective switch that exploits the periodic property of the free
spectral range (FSR) of the MRRs, extending past works that
used AWGR [59]. By carefully engineering the FSRs, each MRR
has the ability to drop multiple wavelengths thus increasing the
effective bandwidth per ring.

In SiPAC, each CU is able to directly communicate with every
other CU that is connected to the same WSS with uniform high
bandwidth. Each CU is equipped with the same transmitters, so
the wavelengths being transmitted from the input ports are the
same. We tune the MRRs in the switching cell so that distinct
wavelengths are dropped to each output bus. Thew wavelengths,
λ
i,j
k , k ∈ [0, w − 1], i, j ∈ [0, r − 1] being transmitted using an

r × r MRR switch are divided into r groups. Each group
g ∈ [0, r − 1] contains w/r wavelengths with the wavelength
number k ∈ [0, w − 1] separated by an integer multiple of r.
Each group of wavelengths is also labeled with their input
port (i) and output port (j). The wavelengths from each input
port are interleaved at the switch in a way so that the drop
bus for each output port contains all different wavelengths.
This can be done by tuning the rings so that the gth group
of wavelengths from input port i are dropped at output port j
where j = (g + i)mod(r). Fig. 4 shows an example of a 3× 3
cascaded ring structure that separates the incoming transmitter
wavelengths per CU (w = 9) into subgroups and recombines
the interleaved wavelengths into common output buses. It shuf-
fles the input wavelengths to different outputs and effectively
achieves the optical multicasting functionality. We show this
switch design as an example of MRR-based switch that can
achieve both all-to-all and multi-wavelength selective switching.
Other scalable MRR-based switch design include [60], [61].

The amount of allocated bandwidth b between each CU pair
connected to a common WSS depends on the number of trans-
mitter wavelengthsw and the number of connections to the WSS
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Fig. 4. Example schematic of wavelength multiplexing for a 3 × 3 WSS and
9 wavelengths per transmitter (w = 9). Each color represents a different group
g of wavelengths. The colors are interleaved (by tuning the rings) vertically so
that distinct wavelengths are dropped to each output port.

r in the same level: b = wu
r = B

r . To scale up the bandwidth b,
we can therefore increase the number of comb lines w and use
a higher data-rate per wavelength. We note that current comb
laser sources have already reached 160 wavelengths [30] while
silicon photonic modulators have achieved 128 Gb/s data rate
per wavelength [62]. However, achieving these numbers requires
addressing several challenges, such as managing insertion loss,
temperature variations, engineering the spacing of the MRR’s
FSRs to align with the comb and scaling the switch port count.
One approach to mitigate the effect of temperature fluctuations
is to use thermal stabilization algorithms, which can actively
monitor and maintain resonance wavelengths and switching
states [63]. To mitigate the losses, racetrack micro-ring designs
can reduce insertion loss due to off-resonance rings to 0.02 dB
per switching cell [64]. The physics and fabrication of MRRs
have been extensively studied [65], and constructing MRRs
with effectively no dispersion can mitigate the misalignment
between comb lines and resonances due to varying FSRs [66].
Scalable MRR switch designs have been shown to be feasible for
port counts up to 128 [61]. Prior work on a 64-channel system
fitting into a compact 0.4 mm2 area has demonstrated peta-scale
capabilities [67], providing a bandwidth density of 5 Tb/s/mm2

when operating at 16 Gb/s/λ. These benchmarks can serve
as references for future scalability while acknowledging the
challenges involved.

IV. TESTBED EXPERIMENTS

We conduct two small-scale testbed experiments to demon-
strate 1) the feasibility of the proposed multi-wavelength selec-
tion using comb wavelengths and MRRs and 2) the topological
advantages of SiPAC. Due to resource limitations, we first show
four comb wavelengths being dropped by two rings in a 1× 8
MRR-based switch. Then, we use another 4× 4 MRR-based
WSS to route two wavelengths per GPU and form a SiPAC(r =
2, L =2 ) architecture.

A. Optical Testbed Experiment

Our experimental demonstration highlights a hardware imple-
mentation for achieving multi-wavelength optical switching via
a single WSS cell, together with a high bandwidth density Kerr

frequency comb source. In particular, we focus on wavelength-
selective switching of multicast signals, as SiPAC relies on
the multi-wavelength selecting property of WSS to realize the
MD all-to-all topology while ensuring enough bandwidth per
CU-pair. This multicast capability also supports the SiPCO
algorithm to enable efficient collective operations.

Our testbed setup is illustrated in Fig. 5(a)). A continuous-
wavelength tunable-laser-source (CW-TLS) centered on
1561.42 nm is amplified, via Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier
(EDFA), to about 200 mW optical power [31] and is used
to pump a silicon-nitride Kerr comb chip (Fig. 5(b)), which
generates evenly-spaced lines at 201.5 GHz (≈ 1.6 nm) intervals
with a spectral flatness suitable for data communication [31],
[68]. The comb chip converts the pump laser input into multiple
wavelengths that are filtered by an optical bandpass filter (OBF)
to include 22 channels (Fig. 5(c)). The output of the OBF
is modulated with a 10 Gb/s PRBS31 via a linear reference
modulator, and coupled into the cascaded 1 × 8 MRR switch
(Fig. 5(d)). Each MRR has a FSR of 14.41 nm and can drop
multiple channels. The dropped signals are coupled out of
the switch and the signals are amplified through an EDFA to
compensate for coupling and test equipment insertion losses.
Fig. 5(e) and (f)) show the modulated carrier and the surrounding
sidebands. Polarization controllers (PC) are used to maximize
the optical power coupled into the chips, and Variable Optical
Attenuators (VOAs) are used to reduce the optical power at
the photo-detector (PD). We measure the optical spectra with
an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) with 10 MHz resolution.
Open eyes were observed for proper operation (Fig. 5(h)).

To establish the efficacy of dropping multi-wavelength signals
using a MRR, the first ring (R1) in our cascade microring switch
is thermo-optically tuned to select the comb line at 1534.07 nm.
Due to its 14.41 nm FSR, this also selects the channel at
1548.48 nm. In Fig. 5(e)), the optical spectrum captured at the
drop port of R1, we can see that our channels of interest dominate
over all other lines, with a crosstalk suppression of 13.3 dB
between our selected channel and an adjacent unselected one.
Very similar performance can be observed for the next ring in the
switch (R2), which is tuned to select wavelengths 1532.48 nm
and 1546.87 nm; lines directly adjacent to the ones selected by
R1. We observe open eyes in all cases (Fig. 5(h)), although a
small variance in the signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) is observed:
6.02 dB to 7.23 dB, an effect that can be attributed to the uneven
power of the comb lines. The results demonstrate the feasibility
of the multi-wavelength selective MRR switch to implement the
SiPAC design.

B. System Testbed Experiment

We then demonstrate the system-level performance of a
small-scale SiPAC(r = 2, L = 2) architecture using 4 Nvidia
Tesla M40 GPUs with RoCEv2 enabled Mellanox ConnectX-4
NICs (Fig. 6(b)). The testbed setup is shown in Fig. 6(a)). To
emulate parallel wavelength transmission, each GPU is config-
ured to have a virtual bridge equipped with two 10 Gb/s SFP+
transceivers sending at two different wavelengths (1550.12 nm
& 1556.55 nm). We use a separate 4× 4 MRR-based WSS to
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Fig. 5. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. A Kerr frequency comb (b) is used to generate evenly-spaced lines at 201.5 GHz intervals (c). The signal is
modulated with a 10 Gb/s PRBS31 via a linear reference modulator, and coupled into a cascaded 1 × 8 MRR switch (d). The optical spectra in (e) and (f) show
the focused signal in our wavelength range of interest. Open eyes, required to ensure proper operation, are observed for both wavelengths (h).

Fig. 6. (a) Schematic of the SiPAC(r = 2, L = 2) testbed setup. (b) GPU servers connected to a EPS and a SDN controller. Throughput of the injection port
under (c) ring all-reduce and under (d) NCCL all-reduce.

realize the wavelength shuffling and recombining in the optical
layer. Optical (de)multiplexers are used to combine and separate
wavelengths coming out and going into GPU bridges. We use
TensorFlow to run a distributed MobileNetV2 workload using
both the ring and NCCL collective algorithm and compare
SiPAC’s performance with similarly sized, EPS-based leaf-spine
and electronic BCube(r = 2, L = 2) topology. In the leaf-spine
topology, one spine switch connects to two aggregation switches,
each of which is connected to two GPUs. We run each training
workload for two epochs with a batch size of 128. The network
throughput is captured using the Ryu SDN OpenFlow monitor-
ing program (Fig. 6(c) and (d)). Under ring-based all-reduce,
SiPAC is able to achieve a 4% and 8% job completion time
(JCT) reduction relative to BCube and leaf-spine, respectively.
When using NCCL all-reduce, the JCT reduction is further
increased to 22% for the leaf-spine topology as the NCCL
tree-based algorithm can better leverage the multi-port property
of the SiPAC architecture. The JCT improvement of SiPAC over
BCube remains constant due to the similar physical connections,

with BCube having more in-network buffering delay as the
difference. The expected improvement over BCube increases
with larger system sizes and link bandwidths due to larger
in-network queuing delays at each switch with more connected
endpoints.

V. CO-DESIGNED COLLECTIVE ALGORITHM

To fully leverage the MD all-to-all property of the SiPAC
network architecture, we present a novel collective commu-
nication algorithm. We note that every collective operation
involves a trade-off between latency and bandwidth: the most
aggressive algorithm consists of simply sending the data to every
destination at the same time (potentially exploiting a physical
all-to-all topology) which guarantees minimum latency. Other
approaches will trade reduced network load for higher latency.
Servers in state-of-the-art HPC topologies often connect to the
network using a single NIC, which would result in congestion
when sending to many different destinations. In this trade-off
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Algorithm 1: SiPCO All-Reduce Algorithm.
Input: r, L

1: for each CUi, i ∈ [0, rL − 1] do
2: Partition the local message into C = rL chunks
3: Label each r chunks with group number

g ∈ [0, L− 1]
4: for each link l ∈ [0, L− 1] connected to CUi do
5: Send chunks in group g = (l)mod(L) using link l
6: end for
7: end for
8: for step s ∈ [1, L] do
9: for each CUi, i ∈ [0, rL − 1] do

10: for each link l ∈ [0, L− 1] connected to CUi do
11: Bcast the chunk in group g = (s+ l)mod(L)

using link l
12: end for
13: end for
14: end for

context, we evaluate the algorithm presented below with the
well-known latency cost model [69]: α+ nβ where α is the link
latency per unit step,β is the transfer time per byte (inverse of the
bandwidth), and n is the size of the message being transmitted
on a link per unit step. Note here that the latency cost analyses
are based on logical topologies with uniform link latency and
bandwidth, and the performance of the algorithms on different
physical topologies can vary based on their network properties.

A. SiPAC Collective Algorithm (SiPCO)

SiPCO is a collective algorithm that is co-designed with the
SiPAC topology. Since all-reduce is the dominant operation in
DDL communication, we will describe how SiPCO all-reduce
works as an example. The SiPCO all-reduce algorithm optimizes
for both latency and bandwidth by building on the hierarchi-
cal and mesh all-reduce. Unlike prior multi-stage hierarchical
collectives that send messages along a single dimension during
each stage [34], [70], our co-designed algorithm fully uses all the
available wavelengths in all dimensions at each time step. It also
eliminates the need for additional message relaying by ensuring
that each transmitted message chunk requires an associated
operation at every step.

The algorithm containsL+ 1 steps, one more than the number
of levels in the physical topology. Since L is typically small, the
latency cost is effectively constant. To fully utilize the L links
(andL transceivers) connected to each CU, the local message on
each CU is partitioned into C = rL chunks, each with size n

rL
bytes. We then organize them intoL groups of r chunks and label
the chunks in each group g ∈ [0, L− 1]. In the first step, each CU
sends chunks in group g = (l)mod(L) using link l, ∀l ∈ [0, L−
1] to r different destination CUs connected to the same WSS
(similar to the scatter stage in the mesh-based all-reduce). Each
chunk of data is carried usingw/r interleaved wavelengths. Each
CU then performs a reduction on all the received chunks from
other connected CUs to complete the first step. In the next s ∈
[1, L] steps, we repeat step 1 but rotate the L groups of r chunks

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF THE LATENCY COST FOR DIFFERENT ALL-REDUCE ALGORITHMS

Fig. 7. Visualization of the all-reduce latency cost for representative param-
eters across different network sizes (at 100 MB message size) and different
message sizes (at 1024 CUs). Note that these analyses are based on logical
collective topologies.

through the L connected links so that chunks in group g = (s+
l)mod(L) are sent through link l. Instead of sending different
chunks, we leverage the broadcasting capability of the WSSes
to broadcast the already reduced chunk in group g which means
that each source CU transmits the same chunk to r destination
CUs each with w/r wavelengths. After each subsequent step,
every CU acquires L chunks that contain contributions from
r additional CUs. Therefore, after one full rotation of L− 1
rounds, each CU now has L chunks that contain contributions
from rL CUs. In the last step, theL fully reduced chunks in group
g = (L+ l)mod(L) are broadcast using links in level l so that
each CU now has rL chunks from rL CUs, thus completing the
all-reduce process. The full algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
Note that when L = 1, meaning all the CUs are connected to the
same WSS, this algorithm reduces to the mesh-based all-reduce.

The overall latency of this algorithm can be characterized as
(L+ 1)(α+ (r − 1) n

rLβ) since each link transmits (r − 1) n
rL

bytes in each of the L+ 1 steps. The latency term α is constant
and the bandwidth term is close to optimal as we scale to
larger r’s. A summary comparing the latency cost of the SiPCO
all-reduce with other collective algorithms such as ring [33],
[71], mesh [35], [72], and hierarchical ring [34] can be found in
Table II. A visualization of Table II for representative parameters
can be found in Fig. 7. We evaluate these algorithms using job
completion time (JCT): the amount of time it takes for a com-
munication job to finish. A lower job completion time indicates
better algorithmic performance. We assume a logical topology
best suited for each algorithm with uniform link latency of
α = 1μs and a uniform link bandwidth of 512 Gb/s (β = 1/(512
Gb/s)). For comparison across network sizes, the message size
is set to be 100 MB. For comparison across message sizes, the
network size is set to be 1024 CUs. We see that the SiPCO
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Fig. 8. Example SiPAC topology with r = 2, L = 2.

TABLE III
EXAMPLE OF SIPAC-ALLREDUCE SYNCHRONIZATION FOR r = 2, L = 2. THE

CHANGES IN EACH STEP ARE MARKED IN BOLD

curve remains relatively constant across topology sizes since its
latency cost does not scale with increasing node number. SiPCO
also exhibits better scaling performance with increasing message
sizes due to its optimized bandwidth latency cost.

B. SiPCO Example

We illustrate through a simple example how this algorithm
works on a SiPAC topology with r = 2, L = 2 as shown in
Fig. 8. In the beginning, the message in each of the rL = 4
computing nodes is split into C = rL = 4 chunks as shown in
Table III(a). During step 0 (Table III(b)), CUs exchange the first
r = 2 chunks using l = 0 links and exchange the second r = 2
chunks using l = 1 links. After step 0, each node has L = 2
partially reduced chunks that have contributions from r = 2
CUs (e.g., a has the second and last chunk partially reduced). In
the next L− 1 = 1 step (Table III(c)), each CU broadcasts the
partially reduced chunk to achieve L fully reduced chunks. In
the last step (Table III(d)), each CU broadcasts the fully reduced
chunks and finishes the all-reduce.

The algorithmic principle of SiPCO is to maximize the uti-
lization of link resources at each timestep, making it applicable
for other collective operations as well (e.g., all-to-all). The set of
SiPCO algorithms could be implemented as function algorithms
in libraries similar to NCCL [73] or MPI [74].

VI. SYSTEM SCALE EVALUATION

A. Methodology

To demonstrate the scalability of our proposed architecture,
we conduct detailed packet-level simulations. We use Netbench,
an event-driven, packet-level simulator [75] to evaluate the per-
formance of the SiPAC architecture. We extended Netbench to
support 1) topologies with varying link latencies and bandwidths
and 2) traffic with blocking flow starting times that are found in
collective communications.

1) Topologies: We compare the performance of the SiPAC
topology against a few other state-of-the-art DL cluster topolo-
gies. For a fair comparison, we normalize the topologies using
the per-CU bandwidth as described next. Unless specified, we
assume the per-hop link latency to be 1 μs.

SuperPod [37]: The basic units of DGX-SuperPod are DGX-
A100 servers in which eight A100 CUs are connected to an array
of 6 NVSwitches using NVLinks [76]. Multiple DGX-A100
servers are then interconnected through a two-layer leaf-spine
fat-tree network using eight 200 Gb/s InfiniBand host channel
adapters (HCA) per node [37]. We therefore fix the inter-node
bandwidth at 8× 200 Gb/s = 1.6 Tb/s. We assume a 9μs
NVLink latency [77] and 120˜ns InfiniBand switch latency [78].
We characterize the per-CU bandwidth here to be the sum of all
intra-server (i.e., NVLink) bandwidths coming out of a single
CU, similar to [53].

2D-Torus [38]: Google’s Cloud TPU v3 Pod system directly
interconnects TPUs in a 2D toroidal mesh network [38] with
uniform link bandwidth and latency. For systems with sizes
that are not integer squares, we pick integer sizes for each
dimension with minimum differences to achieve the targeted
topology size. The per-CU bandwidth here is characterized as
the total bandwidth a single CU has with its four neighbors.

BCube [55]: Since the SiPAC architecture is inspired by the
BCube physical topology, we evaluate a BCube built with EPSes.
While we choose r and L to best fit the required system size for
both BCube and SiPAC, we limit r ≤ 32 and L ≤ 3 to achieve a
realistic WSS radix [79] and similar number of per-CU optical
interfaces as the other topologies. The per-CU bandwidth for
both architectures is characterized as the total bandwidth a single
CU has with all connected switches (EPS for BCube and WSS
for SiPAC) in each of the L layers.

2) Component Count and Energy Cost: Fig. 9 shows the link,
transceiver, and switch count as a function of the network size for
the described topologies. We also consider a few state-of-the-art
HPC topologies such as canonical Dragonflies [80] (with one
inter-group link per EPS) and three-level fat trees. The switch
radix is set to be approximately the same across different topolo-
gies at similar topology sizes. We notice that the traditional
topologies usually require fewer links and switches but more
transceivers since they use EPS-based ToRs to aggregate many
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Fig. 9. Link, transceiver and switch count as a function of network size for
various topologies.

Fig. 10. JCT of primitive collective communications for 512 CUs across
different message sizes.

Fig. 11. JCT of primitive collective communications for 512 CUs at 1 MB
message size.

server endpoints. The DL accelerator clusters, on the other hand,
involve less aggregation and therefore require more links to
directly connect CUs together. This reallocation of bandwidth
from aggregation layers to direct connections increases the direct
bandwidth among CUs, facilitating more efficient communi-
cation in collective operations. We note that SiPAC(L = 3)
requires a similar number of switches as a 3-level fat tree, but
SiPAC(L = 2) would require much fewer switches at the cost of
higher switch radix. We observe that SiPAC(L = n) has the same
number of physical links as BCube(L = n) and nD-Torus for a
given number of dimension (n) and has fewer links than a similar
sized SuperPod. SiPAC also requires fewer transceivers at larger
topology sizes due to its usage of transparent optical switches.
Therefore, any demonstrated performance that is similar to or

better than the state-of-the-art architectures is achieved with a
reduced component count.

In terms of the energy cost, it has been demonstrated by
TeraPHY [81] that the all-inclusive energy efficiency for a
400 Gb/s optical link can be less than 5 pJ/bit. This calcula-
tion includes all the optics involved as well as all associated
electronics (ADC/DACs, along with SerDes, drivers, and clock-
ing/distribution). This pJ/bit value can be lowered further as
ADCs and DACs become increasingly more energy efficient
with improved fabrication technologies [82], and by moving
towards low-resolution components [83]. Electrical intercon-
nects of similar bandwidth density have shown higher efficiency,
at 1.17 pJ/bit [84], but due to the rapid degradation in signal
quality for electrical I/Os at high data rates, the reach of such
connections is less than 10 cm. Photonics are relatively distance
independent and thus are well suited for interconnecting large
numbers of discrete computing resources within a large HPC
system. Furthermore, using comb lasers allows generating the
full optical spectrum with a single component requiring thermal
tuning, reducing energy consumption compared to using an array
of discrete lasers.

3) Workloads: We evaluate the performance of all architec-
tures using three main types of workloads as described below.

Primitive Collectives: Many HPC/DDL applications exhibit
all-to-one (incast), one-to-all (broadcast), or all-to-all traffic
patterns under various parallelisms [54]. Therefore, we first
test how different topologies perform under these general traffic
patterns without assuming any specific collective algorithm. For
one-to-all and all-to-one traffic, we randomly select a CU in the
topology to be the root CU.

Hybrid Collectives: Many large-scale DDL training work-
loads employ both MP and DP to achieve better efficiency.
Therefore, we also model the type of traffic pattern involved
in hybrid parallelism (HP). We study a similar HP strategy as
described in [53] where p computing nodes are divided into d
DP groups of m MP nodes. At each iteration, each group of
m MP nodes synchronize among themselves using the all-to-all
collective and then synchronize across the d DP groups using
all-reduce [85]. In the experiments, we employ mesh-based
collectives for the intra-MP group all-to-all communication and
ring-based collectives for the DP all-reduce on SuperPod and
BCube. We employ ring-based algorithms for both intra-group
MP and inter-group DP for 2D Torus. For the SiPAC architecture,
we apply the SiPCO collective algorithm for both MP all-to-all
and DP all-reduce communication.

Deep Learning Workloads: Our evaluations of DL work-
loads are based on open-sourced application communication
taskgraphs from [54]. The applications simulated are VGG [86],
Candle [87], and Transformer (BERT) [6]. For each of these
workloads, we simulate iterations of collective communication
within a 2 s window, with message sizes extracted from the
taskgraphs. We experiment with ring-based, mesh-based and
hierarchical ring-based collective algorithms on all the architec-
tures. For hierarchical-based all-reduce, we set the group size,
k, to be equal to the number of CUs in a physical group or
dimension in the topology. For SiPAC and BCube architectures,
we employ the SiPCO all-reduce algorithm.
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Fig. 12. JCT of different topology-collective combinations at p = 64, 512 for three types of DDL workloads.

We model only communication, not computation, in our sim-
ulations as communication accounts for an increasingly larger
proportion of total training time, exceeding 50% for larger
topologies. [40]. We assume that any improvement in commu-
nication time could help enhance the overall training efficiency
when computation and communication cannot be efficiently
overlapped which has been shown to be the case for large scale
training (i.e., p ≥ 64 for strong scaling and p ≥ 256 for weak
scaling) [40].

B. Results

1) Primitive Collective Communication: For this experi-
ment, the topology size is set to be 512 and the per-CU bandwidth
is set to be 2048 Gb/s, which corresponds to r = 8 andL = 3 for
SiPAC. The configuration is based on the feasible assumption
that the MRR-based switching architecture can scale, as demon-
strated in [61], [67]. We vary the message size from 100 B to
1 GB, following the same order of magnitude as some common
DDL workloads [88], [89], [90]. As shown in Fig. 10, the SiPAC
topology outperforms the other topologies at small message
sizes and can support larger message sizes before saturation.
Since SiPAC requires fewer transceivers and switches at the
same topology size, it suggests that SiPAC can achieve similar
network performance at a lower component count.

To show more details on the relative performance at medium
message sizes, we plot results at the 1 MB data point in Fig. 11.
We observe that SiPAC consistently performs well, with 3.6× to
5.3× JCT improvement over similarly sized SuperPod topology,
1.4× to 5.9× over 2D Torus, and 1.4× to 3.4× over electronic
BCube. This is due to SiPAC’s low network diameter and its
ability to enable simultaneous direct transmissions to and from
(l + 1)(r − 1) different endpoints without intermediate switch
buffering. We note that the 2D Torus performs well for the one-
to-all and all-to-one collectives since it also enables multiple
direct connections with other CUs. However, for the all-to-all
traffic pattern, messages need to be queued at intermediate CUs
before getting forwarded to their destination, causing significant
delay at the endpoints.

2) Hybrid Collective Communication: For hybrid parallel
traffic workloads, we vary the per-CU bandwidth for each ar-
chitecture from 128 Gb/s to 4096 Gb/s and set the message size

Fig. 13. JCT for hybrid parallel communication at two network sizes for
a message size of 100 MB. Left: p = 64,m = 8, d = 8; right: p = 512,
m = 64, d = 8.

to be 100 MB. Fig. 13 shows the performance of each architec-
ture at two topology scales (p = 64 and p = 512). These sizes
correspond to r = 8 and L = 2, 3 for both SiPAC and BCube.
We set d = 8, 64 and m = 8, 8 for p = 64, 512, respectively.
At p = 64, BCube, SuperPod, and SiPAC start out with similar
JCT at 128 Gb/s due to the uniformly low bandwidth across the
network. While the JCT of SiPAC continues to decrease as the
per-CU bandwidth increases, the JCT for the other topologies
does not improve much further. Taking SuperPod as an example,
the communication becomes severely bottlenecked at the slower
inter-server links. The JCT for the 2D Torus and electronic
BCube scales better than SuperPod but does not gain as much
benefit with increasing bandwidth as SiPAC does. 2D Torus is
limited by its large diameter in each dimension whereas BCube
is limited by the queuing delay incurred in the intermediary
switches.

For p = 512, SiPAC initially performs worse than SuperPod.
This is due to the lower per-CU bandwidth as compared to
SuperPod when L = 3 which incurs a higher bandwidth cost.
When the bandwidth cost is lowered with increasing bandwidth,
SiPAC soon outperforms the other topologies. At this scale, the
SuperPod topology is always bottlenecked at the inter-server
links and therefore exhibits a flat line as intra-server link band-
width increases. The proposed architecture enables efficient
communication that fits well with the DL application demand of
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the multi-dimensional nature of HP traffic pattern. The SiPAC
architecture with optimized collective communication is able
to achieve much better scaling which shows its promise for
future generations of peta-scale high-bandwidth silicon photonic
technologies.

3) Deep Learning Workloads: Next we examine the perfor-
mance of various architectures using realistic DL workloads.
Fig. 12 demonstrates the performance of different topology-
collective combinations at two topology sizes with normalized
per-CU bandwidth of 2048 Gb/s. The ring-based workloads
do not finish within the 2 s window and are therefore left out
from this analysis. Across all workloads and network sizes, the
hierarchical-ring all-reduce performs the worst on each topology
since it incurs the highest latency cost. This is because this
algorithm only allows send and receive from one other CU
at each time step, which leaves many links under-utilized for
these HPC/DL specialized topologies with multiple connections
per CU. This is not the case for mesh all-reduce and SiPCO
all-reduce since these two collectives can take advantage of
the multi-port property of the CUs in these topologies. We
further note that the SiPCO all-reduce performs better than
the mesh-based all-reduce on BCube and SiPAC topology. By
replacing EPSes in the BCube topology with WSSes, we set
up direct light paths among CUs in the SiPAC topology. These
direct light paths do not have in-network packet buffering, thus
reducing the queuing latency. In addition, the multi-wavelength
parallel transmission property of SiPAC allows packets to be
sent in a non-blocking fashion from each CU. Both of these
factors contribute to its improved performance over BCube.
While the JCT for hierarchical ring all-reduce increases as
the topology size increases, the JCT for the SiPCO all-reduce
remains relatively constant. This is due to the linear depen-
dency of the latency term on the topology size for the ring
algorithm which dominates over the bandwidth term at large
topology sizes. The hierarchical and mesh-allreduce both trade
higher bandwidth cost with lower latency cost, which allows
them to do well at lower message sizes. However, with larger
message size, their higher bandwidth cost could still render them
sub-optimal.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose the SiPAC architecture to accelerate
DDL. SiPAC achieves efficient multi-dimensional all-to-all net-
work topology using a novel multi-wavelength selective switch,
accompanied by a collective algorithm that reduces the re-
quired latency cost in collective communications. Using realistic
packet-level simulations, we assess the effect of topology size,
message size and per-CU bandwidth on SiPAC’s performance.
We report system-level simulations whose results indicate that
SiPAC clusters achieve an 1.4× to 5.9× communication time
reduction compared to current state-of-the-art compute clusters
for representative collective communications. Our experimental
testbed results show the photonic MRR switch’s capability to
achieve compact and high bandwidth multi-wavelength switch-
ing, demonstrating the feasibility of the SiPAC architecture. For

future work, we aim to extend our analysis on job placement in
SiPAC as real training jobs in multi-tenant training clusters may
place jobs on non-adjacent CUs.
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